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Abstract 

 Angle measurements are based mainly on multiangle prisms – polygons with 

autocollimators, rotary encoders fo high accuracy and circular scales as the standards 

of the flat angle. Traceability of angle measurements is based on the standard of the 

plane angle – prism (polygon) calibrated at an appropriate accuracy. Some 

metrological institutions have established their special test benches (comparators) 

equipped with circular scales or rotary encoders of high accuracy and polygons with 

autocollimators for angle calibration purposes. Nevertheless, the standard (etalon) of 

plane angle – polygon has many restrictions for the transfer of angle unit – radian 

(rad) and other units of angle. It depends on the number of angles formed by the flat 

sides of the polygon that is restricted by technological and metrological difficulties 

related to the production and accuracy determination of the polygon. A possibility to 

create the standard of the angle equal to ππππ rad or half the circle or the full angle is 

proposed. It can be created by the circular scale with the rotation axis of very high 

accuracy and two precision reading instruments, usually, photoelectric microscopes 

(PM), placed on the opposite sides of the circular scale using the special alignment 

steps. A great variety of angle units and values can be measured and its traceability 

ensured by applying the third PM on the scale. Calibration of the circular scale itself 

and other scale or rotary encoder as well is possible using the proposed method with 

an implementation of ππππ rad as the primary standard angle. The method proposed 

enables to assure a traceability of angle measurements at every laboratory having 

appropriate environment and reading instruments of appropriate accuracy together 

with a rotary table with the rotation axis of high accuracy – rotation trajectory (run-

out) being in the range of 0.05 µm. Short information about the multipurpose angle 

measurement test bench developed is presented.  

Keywords: angle standard, measurement, traceability, etalon, uncertainty  

 

1. Introduction 

The unit of the flat angle is π rad. Nevertheless, there is no such standard of angle 

measure created for flat angle generation, reproduction and measurements. This is 

stated in many scientific research and technical papers. The problem of the flat angle 
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unit’s creation equal to π rad remains the problem not solved untill now. The most 

widely used angle measuring standards are polygons, precision indexing tables and 

circular scales. Some other precision measuring devices, such as ring lasers and 

precision rotary encoders are also used. Reading instruments as microscopes, 

scanning heads, mirrors and autocollimators are used with the angle standards [1-4].  

Measurement of circular scales has its own specific problems. Additional features that 

help to perform this measurement is the fact that the sum of angles in the full circle is 

always equal to 360°. It is a natural primary standard for angle measurements. This 

enables to calibrate circular scales using one reference angle throughout the whole 

circle and thus analyse the errors of angular values as the difference between the real 

values of reading devices and the values of calibrated reference angle [5, 6]. The 

metrology of circular scales was mostly developed in geodesy and astronomy; and 

there such terminology is used as “error of the scale’s diameter”. The expression 

“diameter” means the line going through the strokes lying at the opposite side to the 

centre of the scale. In most geodetic measurements the errors of “diameters” or the 

errors between the “diameters” are determined. It helps to avoid the errors due to the 

eccentricity of the scale to be measured and the trajectory of axis rotation. 

The raster circular scale can include from several hundred to several tens of thousands 

of strokes. It is evident that there are no easy means for creating the standard angle for 

the measurement of each stroke, and thus the errors of the "short period" are not 

determined. Some methods developed for solving the problems of such kind use the 

phase shift in measurement. The problem is getting more complicated by a wide 

variety of scales used in modern automated engineering. Raster scales of wide range of 

accuracy and dimensions, system of graduation: 360°, 2n
, 10

n
 number of strokes in the 

circle, various coded scales, etc. are used for special tasks of instrumentation and 

automatisation.  

The errors of circular scales are determined by the methods approved in published 

standards, such as: the method of approximation; the method of opposite matrix; the 

method of Heuvelink and the method of Wild. The following methods of angular scales 

calibration are used in machine engineering and instrumentation such as the comparison 

of the angular values of the scale strokes with the values of the reference scale or other 

reference measure of angle and the comparison of the angular position of strokes of the 

scale with the reference angle created by the strokes of the same scale, also called the 

calibration with setting the constant angle in the full circumference. 

The pitch of measurement of a circular scale is not small enough, so the discretion of 

the stroke errors is big; it is determined at quite large intervals of the scale. Furthermore, 

the errors of “diameters” are determined, not the angular position of the strokes of the 

scale. It is the reason why the comparative scales measurements are performed in 

machine and instruments engineering by using for the calibration the other angle 

standards with much higher discretion of reference angle measure. The angle standards 

of measure as the polygon – autocollimator has the number of angles (flat sides or 

angles) equal to 10°; 15°; 30°, etc. and systematic error of angles about 0.15″… 0.30″, 
uncertainty of calibration (u = 2) approximately 0.05″. Next widely used flat angle 

standard is Moore’s 1440 Precision Index table with fixed angle positions equal to 15’, 

systematic error ~ ±0.1″, uncertainty 0.04”. Using the circular scale - microscope 

ensures step of measurements 3°, 4°, 5° with systematic error ~ ±0.2″, uncertainty 

±0.1″. Photoelectric rotary encoders have the discretion of measurement 1”; 0.1”, 

accuracy parameters ~ 0.3” and uncertainty of measurements ~ 0.05”. 
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2. Development of the ππππ rad Angle Standard 

 

The research performed shows good possibilities to create the flat angle standard of π 

rad and to reproduce it at any high level metrological laboratory [6,7]. The main setup 

for this angle standard establishment is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the setup for flat angle standard equal to  π rad establishment 

 

Photoelectric microscopes M1 and M2 are placed on the opposite strokes 

(“diameter”) of the circular scale every stroke of which features of the stroke’s 

angular position error ∂ϕi. The initial position of the microscopes is indicated by 

the dashed circle. Let the angular position of the first stroke be without error, so 

∂ϕ0=0. The opposite stroke’s angle position error is ∂ϕπ. The next step is the 

rotation of the scale under the microscopes to 180° exactly into the position when 

the stroke “π” is placed into the optical axis of the first microscope and the stroke 

No “0” is placed on the position equal to its angular error ∂ϕπ from the optical axis 

of the microscope M2. The third step will be tangential displacement of M2 

microscope to the position equal to ∂ϕπ/2, and in this position both microscopes 

occupy an angular distance between them equal to π rad. This position of 

microscopes is indicated by full circles. So, the angle standard of π rad is set for 

the subsequent circular scale measurement. It must be noted that this angle position 

will be valid for every opposite pair of the strokes of the scale. This standard of 

measure can be set with high accuracy in case of using precision axis of the scale 

rotation and photoelectric microscopes. The angle standard created serves as a 

standard measure for measurement of every stroke of the circular scale that is 

usually impossible using conventional angle standards. An important feature of the 

standard created is that the error determined from the standard angle of π rad is not 

connected between the separate strokes of the scale. It must be determined using 

the third microscope placed on the position M3 at the chosen angular pitch of ϕt. A 
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great number of calibrated discrete angular values can be measured against this 

angle standard, and other kinds of angle positions such as the output signals of 

rotary encoder, geodetic or other optical instruments could be measured. This 

method of angle calibration permits to measure and calculate practically all 

systematic errors of the angular position of the strokes on the scale. The diagram of 

errors measured using 180° or π rad standard angle is shown in Fig. 2. The errors 

determined cannot be joined by the line as they represent only the difference of the 

strokes position in respect of π rad, and there is no stroke’s position error 

determined without using of the third microscope M3.    
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Fig. 2. Example of the diagram of scale’s strokes errors measured using the π rad standard 

 

Further scale calibration goes setting the third microscope on the angle ϕt (Fig. 4) at a 

pitch of calibration. An assumption is accepted that the reading from the 1
st
 microscope 

is 0a  = 0; and error of position of this stroke will be 
0

0
δϕ =

. The readings from the 2
nd

 

microscope: n n
bδϕ = ; t

δϕ = ∆ ; ∆  - an error of the angular position of the stroke with 

the index t, t
δϕ  – the angle of the third microscope from the “0” position. A system of 

linear equations is created for determination of i
δϕ  - errors of angle of relevant strokes 

of the scale [6]. The equations can be solved in respect to either ai or bi. Mathematica 5 

software package was used for this purpose.  

The process of measurement gives a possibility to measure and determine the errors of 

every stroke in the circular scale. Circular scales sometimes are of small diameter and 

having thousands of strokes on a scale. By using the conventional circular scales 

calibration methods it is impossible to perform the calibration of such scales, but the 

proposed method permits to accomplish the calibration. The principal diagram of the 

test bench for circular scales measurement is shown in Fig. 3.  

The warm gear drive is used for rotating the worm disc with the master scale 4 into the 

required position. The circular scale 4 is previously calibrated and the position can be 

corrected and used as the etalon of angle or the position of disc rotation is controlled by 

the readings of two microscopes 5-6 so determining each π rad position at the desired 

angle of measurement. Bias from the etalon position of the strokes of the scale 9 to be 

measured shows the error of the scale. Two photoelectric microscopes can be used on 

the scale 9 with the purpose of avoiding the influence of eccentricity for the angular 

measurements.  
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Fig. 3. Measuring arrangement using π rad angle standard:  

1 –  the basic part of the test bencht, 2 – axis of rotation, 3-7 – worm gear drive, 4 – 

circular scale, 5, 6, 8 – photoelectric microscopes, 9 – thescale to be measured 

 

Using the third microscope for the angle determination of the master scale yields 

the generation of multiple equations, number of which is equal to the number of 

the angle positions to be measured. For this purpose special software was 

developed and Mathematica software provides the solution quickly. The method 

thus can be used for the creation of the primary standard measure of angular 

measurements – the circular scale with microscopes. Such a standard measure can 

be made from an optical glass disk having a diameter of about 400-500 mm with 

the scale graduated on the plane surface. The aerostatic-type axis of rotation must 

be used for such a device. Such a standard measure of angle shows advantages 

over most of the standards of angle measure used in practice (polygons, etc), due to 

the much greater number of calibrated angular values and possibility of 

determining the errors of individual strokes of the scale.  

 

3. Uncertainty of Measurement 

The reference standard of angle is formed by three main components: two opposite 

strokes of the circular scale, the stroke’s position reading instruments and precision 

axis of the scale rotation. These components are the sources of the dispersion of the 

values that could be attributed to the measurand as it is stated in the Guide [8]. The 

distribution of possible values of variable can be treated as being normal and using 

a relevant information, e. g., manufacturer’s specification of precision bearing; 

experience of previous measurements by photoelectric microscopes, an evaluation 

of standard uncertainty of type B can be applied. The Type B combined standard 

uncertainty ( )
c e

u ϕ= can be chosen to represent the estimated standard deviation 

of measurement the angle value e
ϕ  for use as the standard angle of the flat angle.  

Determination of the standard of angle of π rad is obtained by combining the 

standard uncertainties of the input estimates of two constituents: standard 

uncertainty of run-out of the air bearing u(ϕr) (used for the most precision circular 

measurements) and the standard uncertainty of photoelectric microscopes u(ϕM) 

used as strokes reading instruments. These are uncorrelated inputs. According to 

[7, 8], the combined variance will be: 
2

2 2

1

( ) ( )
N

c e i

i i

f
u uθ ϕ

ϕ=

 ∂
=  

∂ 
∑ ,       (1) 
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where ϕi = ϕr and ϕM. 

The readings from the photoelectric microscopes are correlated, and in this case the 

combined variance 
2 ( )c eu θ= will be: 

2

1 1 1 2

( ) ( , )
N N

c e M i j

i j M i M j

f f
u uθ ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ= =

∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂∑∑ ;      (2) 

1

f

ϕ
∂
∂ , 

1M i

f

ϕ
∂

∂ , 
2M j

f

ϕ
∂

∂  in (1) and (2) are the sensitivity coefficients; 
2

( )i

u

ϕ

= is an 

estimated variance, ( )
i j

u ϕϕ= is the estimated covariance associated with 

i
ϕ  j

ϕ ; 

( )
i

u ϕ=  the standard uncertainty.  

Preliminary calculations, based on the research presented in give the result of the 

combined uncertainty 
2 ( )c eu θ= of the standard angle of π rad determination equal 

to 0.06″…0.08″ (sec of arc; k=2). There are assumptions to reach a better result of 

the standard angle determination by improving sensitivity and repeatability of the 

reading instruments. Traceability of angle measurements can be granted by the 

uncertainties of measurements by the reading instruments and the run-out 

characteristic of the axis of rotation used in measurements.  

 

Conclusions 

• The standard measure of flat angle equal to � rad and the calibration method 

that permits to determine the error of great number of strokes of circular 

scale are described. It is applicable for the circular raster scales of small 

diameter and other angle measurements.  
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